In the last couple of years, Model Driven Engineering (MDE) gained a prominent role in the context of software engineering. In the MDE paradigm, models are considered first level artifacts which are iteratively developed by teams of programmers over a period of time. Because of this, dedicated tools for versioning and management of models are needed. A central functionality within this group of tools is model comparison and differencing.
Motivation
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) has gained a prominent role in the context of software engineering. Within the MDE paradigm, models are first level artifacts and essentially the central development documents. Just like source code, models are typically iteratively developed by teams of programmers over a period of time. Hence, dedicated tools for versioning and management of models are needed [1, 2] to support the developers in their daily routine. Some configuration management tools for models, e.g. Amor [3] , were introduced in the last couple of years. A central functionality within this group of tools is model comparison and differencing. A large number of algorithms which implement this function and which are used in different contexts have been proposed recently [4, 5, 6] . In this article, we use the term model differencing only in the sense of syntactic model differencing, which aims at finding structural changes within models. Other definitions to model differencing, e.g. semantic model differencing [7, 8] and respective approaches [9, 10] , are not in the scope of this article.
Available model comparison algorithms [11, 12] work reasonably well on class diagrams and similar model types. Support for other model types, e.g. state machines [13] and process models [14] , is currently in the focus of research. Still, we were able to identify a group of general matching problems where stateof-the-art model comparison tools deliver differences which are of low quality and sometimes are even unusable from the perspective of the model developer. Generally spoken, the quality of a difference is poor if corresponding elements, which are considered "the same", are not detected, i.e. they are reported by the algorithm as deleted and added, or if inappropriate elements are matched. The quality of a difference delivered by a comparison algorithm is mainly dependent on the computed matching, i.e. the set of correspondences.
Because of this, it is very important for model developers to be aware of the requirements provided by the given modeling domain and the restrictions of available model comparison algorithms.
Therefore, we will discuss five problematic scenarios in which model comparison approaches either delivered low-quality results or where the delivered results lead to dissent amongst the involved model developers. For each case the reasons why the results are of low quality as well as possible solutions are also discussed. All of the examples given in this article originate from two research projects. In one of the projects structural Ecore diagrams where used, while the other project focused on process models. Each of the five problems is presented by example for each model type, therefore it is easy to see that these are general problems which can be transferred to many different model types and domain specific languages.
For reasons of confidentiality, we cannot show the original examples. Instead, we restructured and simplified the models as benchmarks in order to focus on the core of the problems.
The set of Ecore examples originate from a joined project of RWTH Aachen University and an industrial partner in which model differencing is performed on UML class diagrams. These UML class diagrams are used in a model-based development project to generate a core part of a complex software system. Due to this, it is crucial to understand how the models changed. The simplification of this task was originally the main motivation to introduce a model differencing algorithm. The differences identified in the model differencing process are analyzed by the modeling experts before the generator is executed to generate the different parts of the software system.
The Business Process Model and Notation Version 2.0 diagrams (BPMN2) which are discussed in this article originate from a research cooperation between the University of Siegen and the Technical University of Dortmund. The question behind this project was whether or not it is possible to identify which security-related constraints on the diagrams had to be re-evaluated based on the difference between two models. The core idea is that usually the difference between two revisions of a model is small, i.e. only few changes are applied. Hence, a large part of the model is not affected and therefore many of the constraints are still valid. Obviously, this approach is very dependent on the quality of the computed differences, i.e. they always have to be correct.
In both projects, commonly used state-of-the-art model comparison algorithms were applied. The differences which these algorithms delivered were sometimes of a low quality and therefore not usable in the context of the projects. We will now discuss five of the edit operations where the algorithms failed to produce high-quality differences or the users could not agree on what can be considered as a high-quality difference in the first place.
The five edit operations 1 are:
• Move Element,
• Rename Element,
• Move Renamed Element,
• Exchange Location of Elements,
• Update Target of Reference/Flow Element.
Each operation is discussed in a section of its own and is presented for Ecore as well as for BPMN2 diagrams. The article ends in Section 7 with a summary and conclusion. 
Move Element
The first example of a problematic edit operation is moveElement. In cases where model elements are moved within the hierarchy of the given model, stateof-the-art differencing algorithms often compute a matching which is generally considered as incorrect by the model developers.
Move Element for Ecore The initial version of the Ecore file considered in this first example is shown in Figure 1(a) and it merely contains a single class DomesticAnimal with two attributes.
Based on this initial version, we perform two edit operations. First of all, we create a new subpackage shop within package de. Furthermore, we move the class DomesticAnimal into this subpackage. The Ecore file resulting from these edit operations is shown in Figure 1 For this, a model comparison algorithm has to be configurable in a way that it either reports references as corresponding only if neither the source nor the target has been changed, or, alternatively, references can correspond when they have the same target. An example of such an adaptable model comparison algorithm is discussed in [13] . Interestingly, there was a general consensus between model developers that an update of the source of a reference should always be reported as a delete and an insert operation. This is another example that personal preferences as well as the semantics which are given to edit operations by the developers are of major importance when differences are computed.
Conclusion
In this article, we presented multiple examples for change scenarios of models, which can pose problems for state-of-the-art model comparison techniques. These examples can be used to identify restrictions and implicit assumptions of model comparison techniques, as these are often not clear to a potential user of a model comparison tool. Furthermore, these examples can be used to assess to what extent the user can adapt the model comparison technique to own requirements. Off-the-shelf products usually work reasonably well for typical use cases and for particular model types such as class diagrams or similar model types. Deficiencies of these tools could be overcome by using special-purpose comparison tools which focus on comparing selected model types. However, the development and maintenance of such tools is expensive, especially for domain specific languages that are not widespread or for meta models that change rapidly. Hence, we need model comparison tools which can be adapted to a specific model type, user preferences or the application context [13] in order to be able to cope with these insufficiencies appropriately.
For future work, it is planned to design a complete Model Matching Challenge (MMC) which will contain the benchmarks given in this article as well as additional scenarios. Such a MMC can be used to assess the quality of model comparison algorithms. It is intended to design the MMC in order to demonstrate strength and weaknesses of state-of-the-art model comparison algorithms so that end-users can better understand which algorithms are suited for a specific model type or application context.
